
Part 6 - Introduction Alchemy Class 

 
 

Parable of the Sower – St. Germain, 28th January 2020 

INVOCATION:  Beloved Mighty All-Pervading Presence, Open the Door to the Altar of Our 

Hearts allowing the Christ Consciousness to Blaze forth.  Allow Our outer mind to rest in 

the Stillness of the Great Silence.  Enable Us to Qualify and Feel Your Radiant Power, 

Always and in All Ways Active in Our Circles as we go Forth in outer and Inner World.  Fill 

Our Hearts, Our Circles of Light with Self - Mastery and the Joy of the Soul.  Bring Forth 

the Quality of Life and Freedom of Spirit that Flows through Us and Expand Your Light 

into the Full Illumination of Our Body and Mind, Raising it Into Your Active Perfect 

Garment.  Mighty Radiant Presence, Allow Your Intelligence to Be the ONLY Governing 

Power within all of our outer and Inner Activity as We Move Forward and Allow at all 

times the Mighty Dispensation of the Light Packets to Accompany and Accomplish 

Perfectly Wherever It is needed.  Send Us Forward to Use Them.  Send Forth the Rays of 

Your Mighty Light and Exhaustless Energy into Our Hearts so that We Embody Your 

Intelligent Wisdom and Intelligent Love in Action as we ‘Pay It Forward’ in All Interactions 

and Exchanges to ALL Life As One United Breath. 

St. GERMAIN:  Greetings Dear Brothers and Sisters, today’s Discourse comes to you to 

reinforce the Message I gave to you yesterday!  That of the knowledge that is perceived only 

from the ego personality, where one becomes entrapped within it, through that same 

restraint.  The Truth can be revealed in ways where new opportunities will raise up before 

you daily.  These can then be accepted and appointed immediately into the task of self-

examination, self-awareness and self-implementation.  When the new is practiced regularly, 

the Opportunities of Self-Realization of the Truth of such Revelations will expand to raise you 

to the next level of awareness, Higher Individualized Expressions of one’s life, or hold you in 

the experiential loops of your own miscreations. 

By doing this, the Truth of your own reality, whatever level of consciousness, may become 

your next Highest Truth!  The Highest Levels of Resonance that can be accepted at each 

moment along one’s conscious path into your outer fields of consciousness, where the new 

Seeds can be planted and cultivated according to your new levels of understanding of that 

new information.  Remember this formula; Words are only information, information placed 

into practice become experienced; experience when accepted becomes knowledge and when 

knowledge reaches Higher Truth where it can never again be altered, then that becomes 

Wisdom.   

While words or information, practice, experience and knowledge remain changeable, they 

are simply beliefs!  Once beliefs become KNOWING, that is when it becomes Wisdom!  Just 

because you hold the Seeds of Knowledge in your hands, it depends solely on the Sower’s 



consciousness as to what it shall bear in manifestation through those the Planting of the 

Seeds! 

I entrust you, therefore to Our Brother Jesus The Christ, where He spoke of this very aspect 

in His Christ Letter Number 7. 

JESUS THE CHRIST:  “Again, this is I, the CHRIST, who has come to you through a Letter to 

whomever can receive my words. 

“The following Parable is as applicable to your modern era as it was to the times of the Jews, 

2020 years ago.  I Commend its Truth to you who read these Letters. 

“‘A Sower went out to sow and as he sowed, some seeds fell along the path and the birds came 

and devoured them.  Other seeds fell on rocky ground, where they had not much soil and 

immediately they sprang up, since they had no depth of soil, but when the sun rose, they were 

scorched; and withered away.  Other seeds fell upon thorns and the thorns grew up and 

choked them.  Other seeds fell on good soil and brought forth grain, some a hundredfold, some 

sixty, some thirty.  He who has ears to hear, let him hear ... 

“Hear then the meaning of the Parable of the Sower. 

“‘I AM’ the LIFE, the TRUTH and the WAY. 

“When anyone hears the message regarding the Kingdom and does not understand it, the 

selfhood snatches away what was sown in his or her heart; this is what was sown along the 

path. 

“As for what was sown on rocky ground, this is he or she who hears the message and 

immediately receives it with joy; yet he or she has no root in him or herself, but endures for a 

while and when tribulation or persecutions come on account of the message, immediately he 

or she falls away.  As for what was sown among thorns, this is the person who hears the 

message but the cares of the world and the delight in riches choke the message and it bears 

no fruit.  As for what was sown on good soil, this is he or she who hears and receives the 

message and understands it; they indeed bear fruit and yields, in one case a hundredfold, in 

another, sixty and another thirty-fold.’  Matthew l3.  v.3 

“My Purpose in sharing this Knowledge of the Truth of Being with you in these Letters, is to 

enable you to grow in Spiritual Love and Wisdom and bring forth the Fruits and Blessings of 

such Spiritual Love and Wisdom in your every moment of Evolving Consciousness.  I long for 

you to be Richly Joyful. 

“Therefore, let Us, Together, plough into your human soil of consciousness, turn it over, get 

rid of the stones of despair, break down the clods of non-comprehension with deepening 

Wisdom, pull out the weeds of your negative mental/emotional patterns with My Help, 



fertilize your soil of consciousness with ever increasing Faith.  Then sow ever more beautiful 

Seeds Born of your Evolving Spiritual Perceptions and Unconditional Love.  My Joy will be your 

Joy in this endeavour and your Joy will be added to My Joy.  In this Unity of Purpose and 

Achievement, you will eventually feel that you are indeed of My Spirit and My Spirit is Being 

Poured into you.  In this Way, We Will Experience the Oneness of THAT, out of which We have 

Both Taken Our Individuality.  My Thoughts Will Become your thoughts untainted by your 

former ego-consciousness. 

“I have described the Process, the Path, along which you will travel to achieve your most 

Sublime and Perfect Heart’s Desires.  And so, I Say to you, although My Letters may be difficult 

to accept at first and will require time and effort to fully understand, they Are a strong Link 

Between your consciousness and Mine. 

“In My Transcendent State, I can do more for you when you Call upon Me than I could if I were 

to return to earth in a physical body when you might see Me with your eyes and hear Me with 

your ears, but your understanding of Truth of Being might be limited.  In this mode of contact 

with your consciousness, you can receive Me Direct into your mind and heart when the pre-

conditions to such contact have been fulfilled. 

“For I tell you Truly, the more time and meditation you devote to My Letters, the more will it 

become possible for you to receive Higher Inspiration and Instruction from Me, personally, 

because with every reading of these Letters, the more will your own frequencies of 

consciousness be raised towards My Spiritual Consciousness Frequencies and eventually we 

will be able to reach a True Meeting Place of Consciousness.  Then, Abundance will be the 

fruitage in your Life.”  End Excerpt. 

Beloved Brothers and Sisters, I tell you today as I have told many in My Classes past, I Am 

Eternally Grateful for the fact that the quality of All Creation although it is fragmented, it is as 

Magnificent, as Brilliant, as Miraculous and a Spectacle far greater than anyone’s landscape 

or panoramic view!  It is so spread apart from the Centre of Oneness to a diversity of Light, 

Sound, Colour, Tone and Density, that each Partaker of the Scene, whether it be pastoral or 

of the Light Rays of its transitory ugliness, ought to remember that the splintered shafts of 

Light Rays that compose the swaddling Garments of all of Creation connect directly with the 

Great Source and Fountainhead of Cosmic Unity! 

In My own historical experiences preceding My Ascension, which was identical in its Raising 

Action to the Elevation of Jesus The Christ, I was in a constant State of Listening Grace, 

whereby My Inner Ears and Eyes were fixed upon a Lovely Realm of Light and Perfection which 

served to remove the stings of earthly life from my consciousness, producing a comfort that 

My Friends did not perceive.  They often pondered the cause of My Inner serenity without 

understanding its Origin.   



The contacts of My Earthly Brethren and the Appearances that I have made since My 

Ascension have not always been under circumstances where those I met were aware of either 

My Identity or My Power.  May I humbly State, that as in other similar cases, where One of 

the Ascended Host has elected to part the Veil of Matter and maya to contact Directly with 

unascended humanity, the latter have entertained  ‘Angels unaware’. 

The fact that We are Expressing or ‘vibrating’ Our Life in Higher Dimensions as Jesus has in His 

Christ Letters, where ordinary human faculties of seeing and hearing do not function, renders 

neither our Service nor Our Reality of any less effort, nor does it force Me to subscribe to the 

release of My Words what may be deemed as psychic or of a human spiritualistic nature.  I 

hasten to clarify My Words are neither.  These are but limiting forms of human perception.  

Since My Ascension I have consistently maintained a contact with some lifestreams embodied 

upon Earth, that by Cosmic Decree and the Approval of the Heavenly Hierarchy was Granted.  

This is not uncommon for the Ascended Masters to do and it can be done with as much effort 

on Our part as it does to change a channel upon any homely device you may have. 

Question:   What is My Point? 

Answer:   The Creation or manifestation of that which is visible is wholly dependent upon 

those Essences which are not visible to the unaided eye.  Yet the central ideas occupying the 

minds of most people, originating as they do in the transient effects of human causation, are 

not of enough consequence to deserve comment or to be ordained with any permanent 

reality. 

I Am sure you will agree that even the range of ordinary human experiences becomes 

monotonous for those Souls, both great and small, so it is a wonderful Blessing to them to be 

able to see into the Higher Octaves of Creation by means of an adjusted consciousness and 

thus draw inspiration directly from the Mind Of God, The Mind of Nature. 

Do you see and hear what I Am saying here?  If you do not, read the Invocation that Our Dear 

Sister has presented to the Class this day!  What was she tuning into telepathically? 

Ignorance, with the defilement of any of the Cosmic Laws, deprives the individual and indeed 

society of enlightenment.  The only cure is to Illumine Obedience, together with the Scientific 

Attentiveness to the detail of any Cosmic Law!  

The benefits of Divine Wisdom remain unknown to many of those that the old familiar 

theories are adequate to meet the demands of the hour and that nothing beyond empiricism 

or the empirical or experimental or first-hand experience method is required.  With this I will 

close for today. 



As only a few within the Class, actually answered yesterday’s questions from their ‘I AM’ 

Presence, I want you to repeat the exercise.  This time without using your ego personality to 

answer.  You all know how the ego personality can deceive, so try again. 

We will not use the same questions, as the ego could easily mislead you again, so in one 

paragraph each question submits your answers.   

1. Who Are You? 

2. What is your Purpose here on Earth?  I also want you all to answer the question I asked 

you in (‘1 Introduction Alchemy Class Divine Faith St Germain 20200106’) which only 

two people actually responded in kind or made reference to it.  I asked the question 

for a purpose and that purpose is now becoming a focal point of these Introductory 

Discourses, so that it will hopefully move one beyond the conditioning of human 

consciousness to that of Living a Life from within the Divinity of Spiritual God Life!  I 

was expecting a response!  But was not as hopeful as I could have been.   

 

So Dear Hearts, I tell you lack of attention and focus on what you are being given, especially 

at these levels of what We The Masters are expressing or ‘vibrating’ from with Our Life in 

Higher Dimensions as Jesus has in His Christ Letters, to you where the ordinary human 

faculties of seeing and hearing do not function, renders our Service in the outer world where 

you presently place your focus, lesser than it Is.  And I Truly wish for you all to take this on 

board.  If you do not grasp these facts then Attaining Your Christed Garments of your own, 

where you will no longer be acting as a human being, but rather a Christ One just Being! 

This then is another example of complacency.  I tell you, ANY attitude of complacency at ANY 

level, does not allow for progress in any endeavour, human or Divine.  Thus, where Grace 

might abound, it does not.  Complacency remains a fortification or buttress of reactive 

ignorance, preventing mankind from the sharing in the abundance which all Heaven Stands 

waiting to shower upon those free Souls whose Purity of Heart and Honest Nature makes 

most of them receptive to Our Thoughts and Efforts, but not all!  In this Class, not one of you 

ought to be sitting in positions of contentment or satisfaction, not partially or in lack of an 

Observation State of Being.  Think more closely on this Dear Ones, of the Demands being 

placed around and upon you at this time!  These are your Creations My Brothers and Sisters, 

not Mine!  I Am here because you ARE ready, else you would not be here.  Indeed, I would 

not be here.  Therefore, you are being expected to be more attentive, focused and above all 

else, Seeing with your Inner and outer Eyes and Listening with your Inner and outer Ears. 

I tell you, that which I have shared above, I will be returning to, as there is much more there 

than meets the human eye and the human ear!  I shall say no more at this time! 

I Am St. Germain Planting the Seeds of Consciousness within this Class of Ever-Increasing 

Octaves. 



BENEDICTION:  We Give Praise and Gratitude to You for Your Radiant Life, Love, Light and 

Intelligent Power That Manifests in Our Minds, Our Hearts and Bodies; Embracing Us All 

Within this Circle of Love.  We Give Thanks for being Able to Enter into this Secret Place, 

Allowing Your Wisdom to Govern Our Hearts and Minds so  that at all times they Act in 

Accord with Your Will.  Mighty Radiant Presence, ‘I AM’ the Intelligence Governing all 

outer and Inner Activity making it One Perfect Activity that Brings Forth Perfection In All 

Worlds, Kingdoms and the Elementals of Nature.  

 


